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Abstract
The Recurrent Subgraph Extraction plays a key role in the Graph Mining field when our data is distributed
over networks. This paper emphasizes different types of graph mining algorithms with the Giraph
Distributed System to get more desirable and valuable results than existing methods. We discuss how our
proposed model MapReduce Geometric Multi-way Advanced Optimized Frequent Subgraph Mining
(MGMAOFSM) impacts different graph mining mechanisms for centralized and distributed systems. The
comparison is done for different criteria such as memory requirement or execution time with real four
datasets (Facebook Social Network, Coronavirus (COVID-19) tweets, Google web graph, Patent Citation
Network) with different threshold values. We implement various algorithms such as Triangle Closing,
Shortest Path, Connected Components, and PageRank algorithms, and find out our proposed algorithm
that requires less memory with the Triangle closing algorithm whereas in the case of PageRank is lowest
with all threshold values.
Keywords: Support count; Mapper and Reducer; Recurrent subgraph extraction; Graph Distribution.
1. Introduction
The victorious approach of data mining is extremely noticeable in the area of citation graphs, social networks,
chemical structure, and web data mining. With the expanding demand for graphical data, generating recurrent
patterns can be applied to find out biological characteristics in the chemical dataset, which can be helped to reduce
the cost and time required for manufacturing drugs. It can also be helpful in retail and shopping databases to attract
customers based on demand items.
Graph Mining is a part of Data Mining that extracts interesting information from graph datasets. The
performance of such an algorithm purely depends on how we divide the whole dataset and load distribution so
that we can execute subgraph extraction algorithms parallel to reduce time and space complexity. Rapid
transposition of shape and structure inside the dataset leads to improvement in existing recurrent subgraph
extraction [1]. The upgrade is also challenging due to its dependency on structural features for different
applications such as link survey, synthetic blend classification, and VLSI back-pedal engineering. However, these
techniques have the most significant implementation in various areas like constructional and relational features of
the ecosystem, chemistry model, etc. The community-based network consists of huge graphs where graph
extraction can make it a problem for community identification. We can link the association node clustering to
community issues [2…6].
The existing algorithm for the centralized graph database has both horizontal and vertical approaches to
search recurrent subgraphs in a breadth-first way. Graph partition before candidate generation can reduce the
algorithm complexity, space shortage, and increase time complexity. Our objective is based on the partition of the
entire graph before the candidate production by using the proposed Geometric Multi-way Advance Frequent
Subgraph Extraction mechanism and direct individual nodes in case of centralized and distributed graph datasets
respectively. Our designed methodology MapReduce Advanced Optimized Frequent Subgraph Mining
(MAOFSM) for different graph mining algorithms gives us the upgrade results of approximately nearly one-third
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to half of existing algorithms.
2. Related Work
Saeed Salem et. al proposed a RASMA algorithm to extract frequent and maximal recurrent subgraphs by
implementing a reverse-search strategy to specify attached subgraphs of an indirect graph. It also uses various
pruning methodologies to improve runtime performance [8]. Lan. B. Q. Nugen et. al designed CloGraMi(Closed
frequent subgraph Mining) methods to extract all closed recurrent subgraphs from a Single Large graph dataset.
There are two strategies used, the initial one is the latest level order traversal strategy to faster find closed
subgraphs are searching, and then, we need to find a condition for premature pruning of a large portion of open
candidates [9].
SaifUr.Rehman et. al developed A RAnked Frequent pattern-growth Framework (A-RAFF) that
eliminated twin and extensive recurrent subgraphs. Various benchmark and synthetic graph datasets were used to
validate their effectiveness by extensive experimental analysis [10].
Giulia Preti et. al designed a sample-foundation randomized algorithm called MaNIACS, used to
calculate top-quality estimates of the gathering of subgraph patterns that a recurrent in a graph dataset. They
use Minimum Node Image-based (MNI) for the frequency count of subgraphs. Hence time requirement is
drastically reduced [11]. Vaclav Snasel et al made a survey on the difficulties of existing frequent subgraph mining
technologies, their vital phases of it, the main clusters of FSM, and their association with the modern
research field. It is based on association rules and structure discovery to generate algorithmic development in the
modern world [12].
3. Problem Definition
Day by day, we are continuously generating digital data from different sources, as a result, we can't define a
perfect mechanism to extract the desired pattern of information per our dataset. Big Data production leads the
scientist to think again to solve the problems that arise. In many companies, everyday huge complex, semistructured, unstructured data is collected and existing algorithms are unable to extract the frequent subgraphs. The
main goal of data analysts in such companies is to achieve the ability to analyse and understand small-scale parts
of the dataset. In this paper, we implement various graph algorithms with existing MapReduce Geometric Multiway Advanced Optimized Frequent Subgraph Mining (MGMAOFSM) and make a comparative study that uses
the algorithm as per the dataset given to us to get better results with different threshold (support) value[10…14].
4. Proposed Approach:
In this section, we narrate our four contributions in detail with various examples with respect to various
threshold values.
4.1. Triangle closing graph algorithm for frequent subgraph mining:
The triangle closing is a method to search nodes that are not connected directly to it but are part of its social
neighbour node. It helps us to avoid data loss during candidate generation [15]. This type of algorithm best suits
a social network dataset. This method consists of the following steps:
Step-1: Each node (Vi) dispatches its adjacent record to all its neighbour and polls to halt.
Step-2: Each node (Vi) collects the adjacent list of neighbour. Now v starts to maintain 2-hop adjacency details.
Each vertex exercises the 2-hop neighbour details and finds out the node that can generate associations to the
node. The record of current nodes is classified in a descending sequence of a number of interconnections to the
neighbour to the node.
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Figure 1. Facebook social sites dataset where user represented by vertex (Vi) and relationship represented by edges.

The social graph example is shown in fig.1, the vertex represents the user and edges represents the
relationship exist between users. We implement the algorithm with the sample data shown in fig.1. In first
superstep, each vertex dispatch its complete neighbour records to each and every neighbour. For example, V1
dispatches its neighbour list (i.e. V2, V3) to both nearest V2 and V3 [16]. In next superstep, V2 knows the presence
v3 and vice versa. Now the three vertex altogether form a triangle that we like to close. During second superstep,
each vertex collect all adjacent ids as message that contain neighbours; v4, v5, v1. Presume that V1 will disregard
the message that represent itself (i.e. V1), then it got v4 and v5.This will generate its ranked list of neighbour that
V1 may be know. Alike V3 will have V2 as a possible friend and vice versa. The methodology will generate V1 as
new possible familiar for V5 who currently is a familiar of V3 only [17, 18].
Superstep-1:
V2, V3
V5,V4,V1

V2

V2,V3

Superstep-2:
V1

V2,V3
V5,V4,V1

V2, V3
V4,V1
V3

V4,V1
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Figure 2. Implementing triangle algorithm using Facebook Social Sites

4.2. Shortest path graph algorithm for frequent subgraph mining:
In this page, the main objective to use the shortest path algorithm to overcome the problem arises for optimize the
network problem and graph mining. The smallest distance between a set of nodes is the path that begins with the
source node and terminates at the destination node such that the grant total of weights of its compose edge is keep
downed. In this paper, we use it a little bit differently to way together frequent patterns (i.e. Single Source Shortage
Path (SSSP)) [19...23].
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Figure 3. Sample of Network Graph Dataset (node represents cities and edge represents the road between them)

The fig.3 represents an example of road network with five nodes representing various cities Mumbai, Delhi,
Bhubaneswar, Chennai, and Bengaluru. Each node has a direction to indicate the source and destination and
weight that represents the distance between two cities [11]. Let us assume that a person in Mumbai desires to
know what the possibilities of the smallest paths to all five cities are. In the first loop, all nodes have the smallest
distance of infinity except the origin node Mumbai which has an interval of zero to itself. If the smallest distance
is less than the node value, the node will generate the lowest distance in addition to edge weight. Once we see in
fig 3 is then the one that satisfies this condition. Then, the Mumbai node will dispatches costs of 10(0+10) along
with 5(0+5) to Delhi and Bhubaneswar, respectively. At that moment, the Mumbai node poles to halt. In the
second loop, only nodes Bhubaneswar and Delhi are active [24]. For Bhubaneswar, it gets only one message (5)
which is less than its value (infinity). Hence, it will update its value to the smallest distance (5) and generate
8(3+5), 14(5+9), and 7(5+2) to nodes Delhi, Chennai, Bengaluru, respectively. Similarly, Delhi will 1 generate
12 and 11 nodes in Bhubaneswar and Chennai, respectively. Then both nodes Bhubaneswar and Delhi will pole
to halt. In the next loop, nodes Delhi, Bengaluru, and Chennai are active as they get a message [18]. Each node
will receive the smallest distance between its value and received messages and generate the corresponding
distances [22]. The loop continues till all nodes become idle at once all nodes pole to halt, each node maintains
the distance required to travel from a source node (i.e. Mumbai). Hence shortest distance from Mumbai to Delhi
has cost 8 (i.e. path from Mumbai to Bhubaneswar cost 5 and then Bhubaneswar to Delhi cost is 3).
4.3. Connected components graph algorithm for frequent subgraph mining:
In a connected component algorithm, two nodes are called to be attached if there is an edge or path between them;
i.e. they are attachable to each other. In the case of a connected graph only one connected component (i.e. graph
itself) whereas in case of an undirected graph, an attached component is a subgraph in which any two nodes are
connectable to each other. In this paper, we use this algorithm to find out different groups of nodes that share the
same subgraphs. If a node has no edge then it generates a connected component by itself.

Rohit
John
Shoppin

Watching
Movie

Punit
Jim
Joh

Figure 4. Sample Facebook social network: User associate with their interaction

The fig.4 represents a sample of our Facebook social graph dataset that consists of a set of users and their hobbies.
As shown in fig. there are two connected components. The first component consists of the nodes Rohit, Punit,
John whose connected throw Shopping, the component consist of John, Jim that connected throw Watching
Movie. One assumption we made in this paper, that each node has a unique ID. To implement the algorithm we
require four supersteps [23].




Superstep-1: Individual nodes are assigned their attached component id (cID) with its unique ID. Then
each node dispatches its attached component id to all its adjacent nodes. For example Shopping node
dispatches its cID (5) to nodes Rohit, Punit, John. Similarly, it gets from their cID.
Superstep-2: Individual node compares all the received ids with its cID to be the lowest value among all
of them. For example, Rohit received 5 and its own cID is 1, so its cID remains 1. As cID did not update,
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the node will not be dispatched to adjacent nodes and will be idle. The shopping node will change cID
to the smallest between 3,2,15. It then will dispatch cID(1) to its adjacency[22].
Superstep-3: Punit and John nodes receive a small-scale cID from the shopping node and change its cID
accordingly.
Superstep-4: The watching movie node gets cID of 6 which is not less than its cID. In this case, this node
becomes idle. So the program will end. Once the program terminates, we can output the connected
component id of all nodes and group similar ids together.

4.4. PageRank graph algorithm for frequent subgraph mining:
We use the PageRank algorithm for finding out the significance of the authority of nodes in graphs. It is used to
classify the internet web pages such that major pages with higher PageRank values are shown first in the search
result. Our main objective to use this algorithm in frequent subgraph mining is that once a threshold value is given
it can filter out easily as major websites are likely to receive more links than others. In this algorithm, a user gets
a particular page by pressing randomly on links. The algorithm works as follows: Initially, the user is assumed to
visit a fixed webpage; represented in our dataset V1 from a set of webpages (Vi). The probability of getting through
a fixed webpage edge in E1= 1/ number of webpages vertices. Once the first edge is chosen, the next pressed edge
can be any webpage vertex V1 is referring to. If V1 has E1 edges and one of the links is referring to E2, then E1
will generate 1/V1 of its significance to E2. If E2 has many edges pointing to it, then its significance I2 will be the
total of the significance values of these incoming edges to E ( i ). In this paper, we use a random surfer model for
PageRank [24].
A

D

B
C

E
F

Figure 5. Social web graph: vertices are webpages and edges are departing links between users.

The fig.5 represents a social site web graph datasets where A, B, C, D, E, F are represented by nodes with their
links. In the first loop, all nodes have equal probability to reach any node 0.16(1/ number of nodes). Each node
dispatches a message to all its adjacency nodes. On the basis of vertex value and number of departing edges, the
message value is fixed. For example, node B has a value of 0.16 and 2 departing edges; both A and C will be sent
a message value 0.08(0.16/2). In the second loop, each node will add all messages it gets. So A node 0.08and
0.006, so total is 0.086. Now the new node value is 0.196. In the third loop B and D did not receive any message,
so it became idle. The receiving and implementing process of the PageRank formulae is repeated till each node
maintains its PageRank value.
5. Experimental Result and Comparison
In succeeding, we represent a relative experimental study on four different graph mining methods in Giraph system
for recurrent subgraph extraction with four graph datasets.
Experimental Set up
We take four datasets and for experimental analysis we use a personal computer with an AMD Ryzen 5 3500U
with Radeon Vega Mobile Gfx 2.10 GHz, 8 GB RAM, Windows 10 66-bit operating system. The details of
our four datasets are as follows:



Facebook Social Network: This is downloaded from the website SNAP: Network datasets: Social circles
(stanford.edu) and the dataset has circles (or friend list) from Facebook which is considered a node of
our data set. There are 4039 nodes, 88234 edges, nodes in the largest WCC is 4039(1.000), nodes in the
largest SCC is 4039( 1.000), edges in the largest SCC is 88234 (1.000), average clustering coefficient
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0.0655, number of triangles 1612010, the fraction of closed triangles 0.2647 with longest shortest path
8 and effective diameter is 4.7(90%).
Coronavirus (COVID-19) tweets: this dataset was downloaded from https://ieee-dataport.org/ openaccess/ Coronavirus (COVID-19) Tweets Dataset | IEEE DataPort (IEEE-dataport.org)The dataset has a
CSV file that consists of IDs and sentiment scores of tweets connected to the COVID-19 pandemic.
There are a total of 1,965,835,614 tweets the in COVID-19 tweets dataset. All the tweets before
20th march 2020 have a Greek alphabet name rather than a number counter to make a convention to
update the CSV file. In this paper, we start the ‘beta’ name instead of ‘gama’ and proceed ahead.
Google web graph: Like the Facebook social Network the dataset is downloaded from https://SNAP:
Network datasets: Google web graph (stanford.edu). The dataset consists of web pages that are
represented by nodes and directed edges represented by hyperlinks between them. There are 875713
nodes, 5105039 edges, the total numbers largest WCC nodes, WCC nodes, SCC edges are
855802(0.977), 5066842(0.993), 434818(0.497), 3419124(0.670) respectively. The average clustering
coefficient is 0.5143, the longest shortest path is 1 with an effective diameter of 8.1(90%).
Patent Citation Network: The dataset is downloaded from http:// SNAP: Network datasets: the US Patent
citation network (stanford.edu). The dataset is carried by the National Bureau of Economic Research
based on US patents datasets for 37 years. It consists of all utilities granted during the span of time
including 3923922 patents. The entire graph dataset consists of 3774768 nodes and 16518948 edges.
The total number of nodes in the largest WCC, and edges in the largest WCC are 3764117(0.997) and
the effective diameter 9.4(90%).

By using both directed and undirected graph datasets, we perform the experiment and the analysis using different
thresholds with the time required to execute different graph mining algorithms and overall memory requirements
for it. To run the connected components on the datasets, we need to perform four supersteps till the
method intersects. To overcome the problems related to graph theory and network optimization, we analyse the
shortest path graph mining algorithm, to select the shortest path between specific nodes to all other nodes in the
graph. To implement the triangle closing algorithm we performs two supersteps to get the number of are ranked
in descending order of the number of connections neighbours of the vertex.
In this section, we used our proposed algorithm MapReduce Giraph Advanced Optimized Frequent Subgraph
Mining (MGAOFSM) with different graph mining methods like Triangle Closing, Shortest Path, Connected
Components, Page Rank to analyse it performance. Initially, we perform the MGAOFSM algorithm with different
graph mining methodologies with different support or threshold values (i.e. 25, 20, 15, 10) percentage shown in
fig. 6.
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Figure 6: Execution time vs Support value
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For the Facebook Social Network (Figure 6.a): In these datasets, the Connected Components algorithm
with MGAOFSM performs well for high threshold value (25) whereas PageRank algorithm performs
better with all four datasets. Triangle closing and Single Source Shortage Path algorithm performance
same with 20 and 15 support value, but it drastically reduces with 25 threshold value due to optimization
at this level. If we evaluate on the basis of execution time with different threshold value triangle closing
algorithms for MGAOFSM with Facebook Social Network is better performance.
Coronavirus (COVID-19) tweets (Figure 6.b): For this dataset, the PageRank, Connected Component,
Single Source Shortest Path (SSSP) algorithm has the highest execution time with the lowest value for
triangle closing algorithm for threshold 10. On an average Triangle Closing is the smallest execution
time for all thresholds. The Connected Component has the highest average execution time in the dataset.
For the PageRank, Connected Component, Single Source Shortest Path algorithms, the execution time
with the decreasing threshold value.
Google Web (Figure 6.c): For PageRank, Connected component, Single Source Shortest Path algorithms,
the execution time increases with a decrease in threshold value. The average execution time for all
threshold values is the smallest i.e. (56). Whereas connected components have maximum average
execution time.
Patent citation network (Figure 6.d): In these datasets, the SSSP has the lowest execution time with all
values of thresholds and the highest with connected components. On average Triangle Closing was the
lowest among all algorithms we tried to implement with our proposed methods.

Secondly, we consider our comparison with execution time with four algorithms with our proposed
methodology.
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Figure 7. Memory requirement vs Threshold values

Except the Patent Citation Network, our proposed algorithm requires less memory with Triangle closing
algorithm whereas in PageRank is lowest with all threshold values. The Single Source Shortest Path algorithm
with GAOFSM has same memory requirement for 10, 12 percentage threshold value, then it increase with
threshold value.
6.

Conclusion and Future work

We investigated several graph mining algorithm for frequent subgraph with our proposed algorithm. The Giraph
system has lowest execution time with Triangle Closing algorithm associated with MapReduce Geometric Multiway Advanced Optimized Frequent Subgraph Mining. In this paper, we are able to merge both Giraph and
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MapReduce frameworks to get better results as well as memory consumption less in a distributed system.
PageRank methodology with our proposed algorithm required the lowest memory in all four graph datasets.
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